COMMITTEE FOR MALPRACTICES AND PLAGIARISM
Committee:
Three Senior teaching staff members to enquire the cases and submit the
report to the Principal. Punishments are awarded according to the regulations.
Guidelines:
 The Committee shall conduct the enquiry with the candidates reported to
have indulged in malpractices during the examinations and find out the
truth.
 The Committee shall conduct the enquiry with the candidates purely with
a view to find out the truth free from any prejudice for or against the
candidate.
 They shall submit their findings to the Principal in the prescribed format
along with the recommendation for suitable punishments to be imposed
against the error of candidates.
 The Committee shall take extreme care to see that any innocent candidate
may not be penalized on the basis of evidences cited which could not be
given full validity.
Plagiarism:
Plagiarism checking is being done in the parental University Library for
Ph.D Thesis. The Certificate is enclosed in the Thesis by the scholars
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ENQUIRY & PUNISHMENT DETAILS OF MALPRACTICE CASES

S.No.

Nature of Malpractice

Immediate to be taken by
the exam. Committee

Punishment to be awarded
by the Malpractice
Enquiry Committee in case
the malpractice is
confirmed.

1.

Indiscipline such as having
confrontation with Hall
Invigilators, etc.,

Candidate has to be sent out of
the Hall after collecting the
Answer Script and sending the
same for valuation. He has to
be permitted to write other
papers in separate hall. (the
matter may be referred to the
Disciplinary committee if
necessary)

Need not refer to the MP
Enquiry Committee.

2.

Copying by seeing neighbour’s
Answer scripts or from
materials written on the desk

Candidate has to be sent out of
the hall after collecting the
Answer Script. He has to be
permitted to write other papers
in Separate Hall.

Cancellation of that paper only
in the current appearance. Next
appearance for that paper will
be in the next respective regular
Semester Examination.

3.

Possession of subject materials
relevant to the paper but the
materials are not transferred to
the Answer Script.

Candidate has to be sent out of
the hall after collecting the
Answer Script. He has to be
permitted to write other papers
in Separate Hall.

Cancellation of all papers in the
current appearance. Next
appearance for all papers will
be in the next respective regular
Semester Examination.

4.

Possession of subject materials
relevant to the papers and the
materials transferred to the
Answer Script and Exchange of
Answer Scripts from
neighbours.

Candidate has to be sent out of
the Hall after collecting the
Answer script. He has to be
permitted to write other papers
in Separate Hall.

Cancellation of all papers in the
current appearance and in one
more respective regular
semester examination. Next
appearance for all these papers
will be in subsequent arrears
examination. (after the
punishment period)

5.

Insertion of papers containing
answers, Running away with
his own Answer Scripts or
Running away with the
snatched answer scripts of his
neighbours.

Candidate has to be sent out of
the Hall after collecting the
Answer script. He has to be
permitted to write other papers
in Separate Hall.

Cancellation of all papers in the
current appearance and in two
more respective regular
semester examination. Next
appearance for all these papers
will be in the subsequent
arrears examination. (after the
punishment period)
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